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OBJECT.

The object of this thesis is to develop a more

oomprehensive method of testing variable speed auto-

mobile engines. Up to the present time, the common

method of testing variable speed antomobile engines,

tiBizig gasoline as fuel, has been to take the re-

quired readings under wide open throttle conditions,

or at some more or less fixed partial load. It is

obvious that the data thus obtained is vexy limited

and do not simulate closely all of the actual con-

ditions under i^ich the engine operates. It is the

aim of this thesis, therefore, to develop a system

of talcing data so that the results obtained would

overcome the deficiencies outlined above, especial

stress being laid on the study of the fuel economy.

Besults of preliminary tests along these lines

are found in the thesis of Cooban, Palmer and

Stepanek, Class of 1915, Armour Institute of Tech-

nology.
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AN ECONOL^y ANALYSIS of AUTOl^OBILE 127GIWES

by
A TSM METHOD.

PART 1.

Chalmers 3400 R.F.M. Engine.

The engine used in these tests was a Chalmers

3400 R.F.M. engine: type 35A and ntimber 15039. It

is a six cylinder, four cycle, L head engine having

a bore of 3-1/4 • and a stroke of 4-1/2 ". The six

cylinders are cast enhloo. The Talves are located

on the ri^t side looking from the front, and the

pushrods are encased by removable cover plates. The

engine has a thermo-syphon system of rater cooling.

The ignition consists of a six volt Reny battery dis-

tributor and coil system. The Bosch 7/8 " three

point type spark plugs -were used. The carburetors

were heated by hot air from a stove on the exhaust

manifold.

Electric Dynamometer.

The Sprague electro-dynamometer i»as used in the

testing of the Chalmers 3400 R.P.M. engine. Briefly,
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it oonsists of • one-hundred horse-power direct our-

rent inter-pole generator mounted on a cast iron bed

plate. The torque is taken from knife edges screwed

to the frame of the generator and transmitted thra

a drawbar and spring balance scales to a set of

chatillion scales. The length of this arm is eqnal

to 1.315 feet, so that the torque multiplied by the

H.P.M. and divided by 4000 gives the horse power de-

veloped. Ways are cast in the bed plate for holding

down the engine stands: these stands can be adjusted

so as to accomodate any size engine and have the en-

gine lined up with the armature shaft in such a way

that a flexible coupling can be Inserted between the

two. The switchboard is motmted on pipe stands

within reach of the scale beam. It contains the

control switches, field rheostat, circuit breaker,

ammeter and voltmeter, and electro-tachometer. In

order to maintain a steady field flux that will not

vary with the speed, the field is separately excited.

The drawing at the back of this thesis shwws the
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eldotrloal conndotlons of the apparatus.

Water Cooling Apparatua.

Considerable difficulty vms encountered in

keeping the cooling water tezoperatures constant.

Hany methods of creating circulation were tried be-

fore the inlet temperature could be held at approx-

imately 130 deg. fahr., and the ontlet temperature

at approximately 160 deg. fahr.

In ell of the series of tests, the engine fan

was disconnected and the radiator replaced by a

cooling water tank.

Diagram 1 shows the water connections used on

the preliminary test. The key to diagrams A, B, C,

D, B and F, is as follows:

IS - Snglne

T - Cooling water tank

- Overflow

V - Valve

J - Jet or nozzle

P - Pump (driven by an electric motor)
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H.C. - Heating ooil*

Coimeotlons made as indicated in diagram A did

not prove satisfactory in tbat the outlet water ten^

erature was far a'bove 160 deg. fahr** the normal run-

ning temperature* The Jet (J) was used to create

oirculation in the direction of the arrows. The hot

outlet water entered the tank (T) at the top connec-

tion, and any excess water drained off through the

overflow (0).

Diagram B shows the addition of a eiirculating

pump (P) to the inlet pipe. Althou^ this was some

improvement, it did not correct the wide variation

in the two tenperatures, and could not keep the

temperatures constant throughout the run. When the

outlet ten5>er8ture was correct, the inlet ten5)era-

ture was far too low.

To raise the inlet ten^erature and still have

enough oirculation to keep down the outlet tempera-

ture, the pun^ was connected as in diagram C, which

shows the hot outlet water being drawn through the
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poinp in order to make the inlet teaqoerature M^
9ncngti» Althou^ an improTement viaa shown in the

teDQ)erstnre8, the oonneotlons were again changed as

shovn in diagram D.

The jet (J) was zDoved vcp to the ontlet and in

this manner relieved the inlet of a oold stream of

water whioh held its temperature far too low. With

^e Jet at the upper opening, the eold water in the

tank entered the engine throtigh the bottom oonneotion

and agsin the temperatures were not in aoeordanee

vith those of the actual operating automobile engine.

The connections were next made as shown in dia-

gram £, in lAiieh a water heating coil was used. The

Jet was hrou^t down to the bottom in order to pull

the Jet of water throngh the heater. This method

also proved unsuccessful.

When the connections were made as in diagram F,

the temperatures of the inlet and outlet could easi-

ly be kept as desired. The Jet and engine connec-

tions were Just the same as those shown in diagram D,
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Diagram D
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Diagram £
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Diagram F
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the only differenoe being in the draining of the

tazik. The overflow, as shown in diagram F, had two

tariic conneotions, one at the top above the water

line, and one at the lowest possible point in the

tank. The cold water in the bottom of the tazik

drained out of the lower outlet to the left and vcp

to the overflow line* The upper tarilc outlet was

used only to prevent the siphoning of all of the

water in the tank into the overflow.

The oonnections made as shown in diagram F

were used in the Stromberg test #2 and in the Ray-

field test, and the desired temperatures were easi-

ly maintained.

Gasoline Weighing Apparatus.

Figure A shows clearly the construction of the

gasoline weighing apparatus used in these tests. The

gasoline tank shown near the center of the picture

is mounted upon three legs. These legs are screwed

ti^tly into the weighing platform of a saall plat-

form scale. Gasoline is poured into the top of the
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Fig. A
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taxdc without removing the apparatus from its posi-

tion on a shelf ^lAiioh is approximately two feet a-

bore the carbtiretor on the test engine* As the gas-

oline is consumed by the engine the gasoline in the

tnlk drains down through the soft rubber hose eon-

neotion shown Just above the right hand comer of

the sxqpporting shelf* The vertical copper tube

shown at the ri^t of the picture is an atmospheric

vent which allows any air bubbles in the gasoline

line to escape* At the extreme end of the balance

beam is an electrical contact which is made in two

very small cups of mercury 7ih»n the beam drops* This

contadt rings an electric bell as soon as the beam

drops* When a test is being made the gasoline is

continuously flowing from the tank* When the

weight of the gasoline and the tank Just balance,

the beam will start to drop and the alann bell will

ring* A stop watch is used and starts with ithe

ringing of the bell* The slide weight is now push-

ed over until the weight of gasoline to be used in
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the ran liss lieen aooounted for on the beam slide

weight* When that amotoit of gasoline is used up,

the weight of the remaining gasoline and the tank

will balance the beam again and the second alarm

bell fings. The stop watoh indicates the time that

the engine takes to nse up the given weight of gaso-

line*

Manifold Depression Apparatus*

The apparatus used for measuring the depressioa

in the intake manifold consists of a "U'* shaped man-

ometer connected by means of a copper tube to a

brass tube tapped into the intake manifold. Figure

B shows the manometer mounted as it was in the test*

The difference in heights of the two coltmms was

measured with a steel scale with less than one-six-

teenth inch arror on average readings and within

three-sixteenths of an inch on the sixteen and

eighteen inch readings* In tiie constant manifold

depression tests, the throttle and spexk were ad-

.iusted until the difference in heights of the mer-
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Fig. B
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onry ooltoms bedane oonstant and as high as required

tlien the actual run uros made.

Spailc Advance Meohanisnu

Figure C shows the end of the orank shaft upon

which the spazk advance s»ohanism was motinted. This

mechanism consists of a stationary ring about five

inches in diameter as shown in the figure. The out-

er part of the face of this ring is divided into de-

grees from 2ero to 180 in each direction, each de-

gree on the ring representing a degree of spar* ad-

vance or retard. Fixed tightly onto the end of the

cranlc shaft is a lever about two and one-half inches

from the center to the end. A sharp pointed adjust-

able brass screw is near the end of this lever, the

point of the screw being about three-sixteenths of

an inch from the face of the ring. This lever be-

ing connected to the crank shaft is in the ground

circuit of the engine. In order to get the sparfc

advance for any particular run, a piece of second-

ary wire was connected from a binding post on tha
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Fig. C
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ring to the aparic plug of a certain cylinder of the

engine. This wire led the cnrrent down to the ring

point tdiere it jiin5>ed the gap instead of Jun^ping the

spark ping points. The zero of the ring divisions

was set in such a position that the spazk oooured at

zero when the piston of the ohosen cylinder was at

the end of its stroke*

Speed Counting Apparatus.

Figure D shows the speed counting apparatus at-

tached to the end of the dynamometer shaft. The

speed counting apparatus consists of a small revolu-

tion counting device (an odometer) the shaft of

lAich can be connected or disconnected to the shaft

of the dynamometer by means of a small electrically

operated clutch. In order to get the number of rev-

olutions that the engine is making per minute, the

resAing of the odometer is first noted and then a

stop watch and an electric switch are pressed simul-

taneously. The current througji the switch magnet-

izes the core of a solenoid and pulls the speed
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Fig. D
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counter elutch into place. It the end of a mimite,

aa indicated on the stop watch, the switch is thrown

out and the odometer reading is again taken. The

difference between the two odometer readings is the

nianber of revolutions per minute made by the engine.
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Fig. E
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Fig. H
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Preliminary Observations.

Before beginning the aotual test of this kind

it is always desireable to take a prelindnery set of

rone to see that the engine is In the proper oondi-

tion for testing.

Probably the best thing to examine first is the

cottpling between the engine and the dynamometer, and

also the supports and fastenings of the engine. All

of these should be tight and free from excessive vi-

bration at high speeds and heavy loads.

The carburetor was the next thing in considera-

tion. It was set to give fair acceleration, good

econoiqy and to allow the engine to throttle down

nicely*

All of the instruments were now examined to

see that they were in ^od working order and then a

short run was made to see that eveiytbing was in

condition for testing.

A set of runs was now taken for the purpose of

obtaining the characteristics of the engine. As
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the engine wse fairly tight, no heavy losda were

applied. However, 8 very brief run was made at

wide open throttle, only the torque and H.P.M. be-

ing taken to determine Aether the engine would de-

velop as maoh power as we had reason to expect.

Having seen that the engine and instroments were In

good condition, the engine was ready for the first

set of runs.

Before commencing the tests the speciflo grav-

ity and the temperature of the gasoline were taken.

The barometer was also reed at the time of each test,

Us^od of Testing*

In pursuing these investigations, two methods

of testing were employed, namely, constant suction

and eonstint torque*

Tests number 1 and 2 were each made by talcing

a serled of runs each set being at a different con-

stant manifold depression, except one set of runs

which was made at wide open throttle, in this case

the dstiression for each run was measured. This
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wide open throttle run was made to secure • brtice

horse-power curve that would serve as a limit for

the other hrake horse-power curves taken at the

other manifold depressions. Each set of runs was

ooi!5>osed of runs taken at various speeds. With

each change in speed the load and throttle opening

were changed so as to keep the manifold depression

constant.

Test number 3 was made by taking a series of

runs* each set of rrsis being taken at a constant

torque, except one set of runs which was at wide

open throttle. Bach set of runs was composed of

runs made at various speeds. Is the speed was in-

creased the throttle valve was opened so that a

constant torque was maintained.

The friction horse-power was secured by taking

five sets of runs, each set being taken at nearly

• constant speed. In each set of rans» the dyna-

mometer, now acting as a motor was set to run at a

certain speed. The depression in the manifold was
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set at the varlouB settings used in the previous

tests and the torque and B.P.M. recorded for each

run. Readings for ^de open throttle were tteen

first and then the throttle was gradually closed to

secure each manifold depression. As the throttle

me closed, the torque became larger and consequent-

ly the R.P.K. fell off a little in each set of runs.

Readings could not "be secured above 1200 R.P.M. be-

cause the current tSken by the motor would exceed

120 an^eres and the circuit brealcer would go out.

This made it necessary to extend the otirves in order

to get complete data.

In these tests the data was taken by starting

the runs at the slower speeds end then increasing

the speeds to about 2000 R.P.M., after ndaich the en-

gine was given a few minutes to cool off between

each run. This cooling was done only on the wide

open throttle and a few of the low depression sets

of runs during which the exhaust manifold became

red hot. The engine was not stopped during a set of
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rmiB* Cooling was aooomplislied by xmlosdlng the

engine and letting it ran at a slow speed.

The length of time required to take a run de-

pended upon the rate of oonstunptlon of the gasoline.

Weights of gasoline of one, five-tenths, and three-

tenths pounds were usually used, the one potmd

weight being used for the higher speeds and loads,

end the lower weights for the slower speeds and

loads. The runs lasted between one and four minutes

depending upon the rate of eonsun^tion of gasoline.

The engine was first set for the required condi-

tions and when it was observed that there was no

variation in the running of the engine, the gaso-

line consuniptlon was taiken. This was done by tskk-

ing the stop watch time for a given weight of gaso-

line to be consumed. As soon as this reading was

Saicen, the engine was set for the next run and so

on until high speeds were reached, where a little

more time between the runs was allowed.

The spaxic advance was taken immediately after
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eseh run before tny conditions were changed. This

was aoccmpllalied by disconnecting the wire leading

to the sparic plug in nxuriber one cylinder and touch-

ing it to the spark advance indicator and noting

the angle indicated by the device. The wire was

then returned to the sparic plug and the next set-

ting made.

The R.P.M. was taken by means of the electri-

cally operated odometer. The ti^ie was taken for

one minute by means of a stop watch.

The temperature of the water was controlled

by the valve which controls the flow of cold water

into the system. The tea^eratures at the inlet and

outlet of the engine were held as nearly constant

as possible* These were read at the end of each

ran*

The torque was taken directly from the beam of

the scale for each run and in case of a variation

of the torqne during the run, an average was taken.
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Method of Procedure In Cslculatioiis.

During the test the following data were taken:

torque, R.P.M., time required to consume a Imown

wel^t of fuel, manifold depression (suction. Inches

of mercury), spark advance and inlet and outlet

cooling i«ter temperatures. These data ere shown

in tahles 1-10 inclusive, 46-54 inclusive, and

71-79 inclusive. For the friction horse-power test

the following data were taken: torque, R.P.M., man-

ifold depression (suction, inches of mercury) and

average inlet and outlet cooling water ten^peratures.

These data are shown in tables 40-42 inclusive.

In calculating both the brake horse-power and

the friction horse-power, the formula

B.H.P. - I'ogq^^ X R.P.M.
' * *

"
4000

was used, the constant 4000 being composed of the

factors
gl^^Q^

, where R is the lever arm of the

brake, which in this case is 1.315 feet.

The pounds of gasoline per hour were calcu-
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lated from the fomula:

lb. ga8.Ar. « g^QQ^^

Time in seoonds.

in which W was the weight, in pounds* of gasoline

used for that partienlar run.

In calculating the pounds of gasoline per hour

per brake horse-power, the pounds of gasoline per

hour were divided by the brckke horse-power.

The mechanical efficiency vras obtained by di-

viding the brake horse-power of each run by the

sum of the brake and friction horse-poiters of the

same run.

The mean effective pressure net (£!.£.F.) was

obtained by multiplying the torque by the constant

0.886. This constant was obtained from the equal-

ity:

- „ _, P L A IT Torque x R.P.M.

33000 4000

^ere P =s mean effective pressure (Ib./sq.ln.

)

L s stroke in feet
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A = area of piston in square Inches.

H = explosions per min. - 3/2 x R.P.M.

Therefore P = ^ ^ ^^^'^ x torqae

3 X 4000 X L X A

= 0.886 X torqne

The thermal effiolency was calculated by means

of the Sherman and Kropf formula for the heat value

of gasoline:

Therm, eff.s 2546
.

M X
(^
18320+ 40 (Be-

10)J

2546

U X 20180

^ere M is the pounds of gasoline per brake horse-

power per hour.

The method of obtaining the constant R.P.M.

eurres for equal gasoline ecjnony and equal mech-

anical efficiency was a follows: In the case of

the former, the brake horse-power and the pounds of

gasoline per hour per braice horse-power were^pioked

off" from the curves for each run in their re-
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spectlve sets at •rbitrsrlly chosen engine speeds.

This data were then tabulated, and are shoum In

tables 21-25 Inclusive for the Stromberg test #1.

tables 55-59 Inclusive for the Stromberg test #2,

and tables 80-83 inclusive for the Bayfield test.

In the case of the constant B.P.M. curves for equal

mechanical efficiency, the brtfce horse-power and

the mechanical efficiency were "pidfced off" from

the curves for each ran in their respective sets at

predetermined engine speeds. This data were also

tabulated, and are shown in tables 31-34 inclusive

for the Stromberg test #1, and tables 64-67 inclu-

sive for the Stromberg test #2.

The above data were then plotted as shown in

figures 67, 69, 71 for the equal gasoline economy,

and figores 35 and 56 for equal mechanical effi-

ciency.

Prom these cxirves data were tabulated which

was obtained in the following manner: A certain

line of pounds of gasoline per hour per brSke horse-
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power or of mechanloal effioieney was ohosent and

then where ever this line cut a ourre, the corre-

sponding R.P.M. and brake horse-power were noted.

For ezaiqplet In figure 35, the line of 80^ mechani-

cal efficiency cuts the 1800 R.P.M. curve at 32.5

horse-power, and so on across the sheet (see table

37). This interpolation data from both the equal

gasoline econonty and eqxisl mechanical efficiency

curves were plotted and the cxirves in figures 33,

54, 66, and figxures 55 and 34, respectively, were

obtained.

Sample Calculations.

In the following sample calculations, run #6,

Stromberg test #1 was used:

Brake horse-power:

B.H.P. = Torque X R.P.M.

4000

89.5 z 1346
» 30.1

4000
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Lb* gesoline per hour:

3600 xW
Lb* gas./hr. s&

Time in see.

3600 X 0.5
s 23.90

75.2

Lb. gasoline per B.H.P. per hour;

Lb. gas./B.H.P.Ar. = Lb. gae./hr.

B.H.P.

23.90

30.1

Jleohanieal efficiency:

= 0.794

Mech. eff. = ^ 100

B.H.P. F.B.P.

X 100 s 88 ?S

34.2

Mean effective pressxire net:

U.E.P. = 0.886 X Torque

= 0.886 X 89.5 = 79.4 Ib./eq.in.

Thermal efficiency:

2546
Therm, eff. ==

U X 20180

= 15.9 5^

0.794 X 20180

40
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Final OTsservatlons.

After each test the engine was accelerated to

determine whether it was as limher as at the start

of the ran. After test ntariber one was completed,

the spai* plugs were replaced, the porcelain of one

of them having been broken.

After completing the last test, the valve lift

diagrams were taken. An examination of the cylin-

ders showed that they were sli^tly scored.
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DiscoBsion of ReBtilte*

In this test of the Chalsoers 3400 R.P.M. engine,

the primary object wua to determine the performance

and econony of the engine with two different mafees

of carburetors*

The Stromberg test #1 and the Stromberg test #2

were both made with the same carburetor, the only

main difference being the temperature of th^ inlet

and otttlet cooling water. Test #3 was made with a

Bayfield carburetor and with stimulated water cool-

ing circulation*

In test #1, the wide range in tenqperature be-

tween the inlet and outlet cooling water did not

make it possible to operate the engine in its most

efficient manner. As can be seen from table 1,

there was a range of approximately 65 deg. fahr.

The data obtained pnder these conditions were so in-

consistent that it was necessary to revise it by

means of the curves. The data taken during the test

were plotted aaid smooth curves, consistent with or-
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dlnary praotlee, were drawn throu^ these points*

These oxirves were drawn so that they eotild not rep-

resent any In^ossible conditions. To illustrate

this point, reference is nads to figures 21 and 22.

In figare 21 are the curves plotted from the data

taken during the test. It is obvious, if the engine

was running in a consistent manner, that the horse-

poiMr ctirves plotted from the data talcen at 2, 4, 6,

and 3 inch manifold depressions should not cross

each other: azid, fuirthermore, that, as the manifold

depression in the wide open throttle test went as

hl^ as 6.5 inches of mercury, it could he ^ssvaned

that the horse-power curves obtained from data taken

at the 2, 4, and 6 inch manifold depressions should

intersect and be limited by the points on the wide

open throttle horse-power curve at ydiioh there was

a 2, 4, and 6 inch manifold depression, respectively.

It was with these asstm^tions in view that the

curves in figure were drawn. In a like manner it

was assumed that under consistent running conditions.
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the engine could not have the same rate of fuel con-

sumption at tTO different throttle openings and the

same speed. Therefore, the pounds of gasoline per

hour curves were made to conform with these assump-

tions. The data in tables 11-20 inclusive were ob-

tained by means of these two sets of revised curves.

The brake horse-power and the pounds of gasoline per

hour were taken from these curves at every 200 R.P.

M., and the pounds of gasoline per brake horse-power

per hoar were calculated from this data. The torqae

was obtained by multiplying the braike horse-power

by 4000 and dividing by the R.P.M. The M.E.P. net

and the thermal efficiency were obtained in the us-

ual manner heretofore described, using the revised

data. The mechanical effieiency was calculated by

using the same friction horse-power, but the revis-

ed brake horse-power. The curves representing this

data are shown in figures 22-33 inclusive.

The only fair coa^parison, therefore, as far as

carburetors are concerned would be to use the Strom-
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berg test #2 and th« Rayfleld test, as these were

both made tmder the same water cooling oonditlons.

With reference to figures 54 and 66, it will be ob-

served that the characteristics of these two carbu-

retors are very different. As can be seen from fig-

ure 54, in the case of the Stromberg carburetor, the

zones of equal fuel consumption are very nearly

parallel to the general direction of the wide open

throttle horse-po^ser curve. This condition would

seem to indicate that for constant manifold depress-

ions the fuel oonsuH5)tion would be nearly unifor?u

However, in the case of the Bayfield carburetor (fig.

66), with the sheet of combined horse-power curves

In mind (flg.22), it can be seen that there is a

wide range of manifold depression and speed at which

there is practically a constant fuel consumption

(below an econony of 0.9 Ib./s.H.P./hr. ). It would

seem to indicate, from the curves, that the Bayfield

carburetor would be the more economical at heavy

loads and at any speed; iKAiereas the Stromberg oar-
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'bturetor would appear to be zoore eoonomloal at lig^t

loads and at any speed. As far as braice horse-power

is concerned, the maxinnm horse-power developed with

the Stromberg carburetor on the engine was 37.8

(table 46); while the mazlmom horse-power developed

with the Hayfield carburetor attached was 39.2

(table 71).

In general* it can be said that with a decrease

in manifold depression there is an increase in therm^

al efficiency, or in other words, with a decrease in

the manifold depression there is a decrease in the

pounds of fuel used per brake horse-poise r per hour.

This characteristic varies with different engines,

as indicated by the slope and extent of the closed

eoonon^ lines on the two contour curves under dis-

cussion. It has been observed that some engines

will not give a closed eoonozqy line under any con-

ditions. In this case the general statement holds

true exactly.

It will be observed from figures 1, 36, and 57,
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that with wide open throttle the suction in the

manifold increases. This is a measure of the re-

sistance of the carburetor. In the design of a

carburetor for maximum power, it is the aim to keep

this suction as low as possible so as to avoid an

insufficient supply of mixture, thereby reducing the

wei^t of the charge and therefore the horse-power

output*

During the progress of this thesis, several

facts were brought out that would be an iinprovement

in the method of plotting the final results. It

was observed that a more con^prehensive study of the

characteristics of the engine could be made by plot-

ting the final results on three co-ordinates, thus

malcing a surface instead of a sheet of contour lines

The three variables to be used being: brake horse-

power, E.P.M., and pounds of gasoline per brake

horse-power per hour. Also, that undAr the present

method, that is, plotting all results against R.P.M.

and using total B.H.P., two different engines whose
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bore and stroke differed ooxild not be con5)ered dir-

ectly. It Is therefore suggested that In the future

theses along this line, the brake horse-power be re-

duced to brake horse-power per cublo Inoh piston

displacement, and that all results be plotted a-

gainst piston speed In feet per minute, thus giving

a true oonmerolal comparison between the two engines.

It was also found tiiat a certain number of Inches of

mercury depressioh in the manifold was not a true

msasure of the absolute pressure in the manifold,

due to the changing of the barometric pressure. It

is, therefore, suggested that in the future theses,

the runs be made at constant absolute pressures in

the Intake manifold Instead ot constant Intake man-

ifold depressions*

In concluding. It may be said that this method

of testing promises to be the most concise and ac-

curate means of determining and comparing the char-

acteristics of variable speed automobile engines*
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